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2 V2.0

CONTEXT: RETURN OF EXPERIENCE ALONG THE LIFE CYCLE
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Manufacturing
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Obsolescence

75%
bungle

CONTEXT OF « ARCHITECTING
» A PRODUCT
OR A SERVICE
Several
One
opportunities

1%
90%

Architecture

99%

Conceptual
Design

Problems
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WITHIN THIS CONTEXT: SYSTEM ENGINEERING IS CHANGING
Finding:

Architecting is the new « trend » to
reach performance next level for
product & service:
ü It is, now, the key element for
platforming activities, as well as
product line and road map
questions
Thus it’s clear that:

Architecture choice is the most strategic
decision that engineering team have to take
© System Value – All Rights Reserved
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WHAT IS AN ARCHITECTURE? (FROM CRAWLEY)

• The embodiment of the concept and
the allocation of physical/informational
KIND REMINDER
ABOUT
AN ARCHITECTURE
AND CONFIGURATION
function
to elements
of form,
and
definition of interfaces among the
elements and with the surrounding
context
What the system DOES
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What the system IS
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ARCHITECTING IS SO: RBS + FBS + PBS AND LESS KNOWN DBS (DECISION BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE)
Opportunity
Decision Breakdown Structure

From Black to White box

RBS
FBS
PBS + Technical solution Alternatives

Risks

EVERYTHING IS LINKED TOGETHER…
© System Value – All Rights Reserved
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FROM AN ARCHITECTURE…

… TO A CONFIGURATION
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A SATELLITE EXAMPLE
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FROM AN ARCHITECTURE…

… TO A CONFIGURATION
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FROM AN ARCHITECTURE…

… TO A CONFIGURATION

BACK TO OUR INTEREST, TO BE ABLE TO ANSWER THE QUESTION:
« HOW TO VALIDATE AN ARCHITECTURE? »,
WE NEED FIRST TO ANSWER:
« WHY DO WE WANT TO VALIDATE AN ARCHITECTURE? »

© System Value – All Rights Reserved
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ARCHITECTING IS SO: RBS + FBS + PBS AND LESS KNOWN DBS (DECISION BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE)
Opportunity
Decision Breakdown Structure

From Black to White box

IS IT TO ASSESS THE ENGINEERING DESIGN?

RBS
FBS
PBS + Technical solution Alternatives

Risks

EVERYTHING IS LINKED TOGETHER…
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DOES IT MEAN TO VALIDATE XBS?
Opportunity
Decision Breakdown Structure

From Black to White box

RBS
FBS
PBS + Technical solution Alternatives

Risks

BUT BREAKDOWNS ARE NOT UNIQUE… MOREOVER, UNCERTAINTY IS UBIQUITOUS.
© System Value – All Rights Reserved
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IS IT TO MAKE SURE ARCHITECTURE WILL ANSWER THE TENDER?

© System Value – All Rights Reserved
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« ANSWERING TO TENDER »: AN INDUSTRIAL FEEDBACK…

The truth:

« We are losing calls for tender… and we remark
that our competitors won by not reaching to the
tender’s expectations »
© System Value – All Rights Reserved
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OR IS IT FOR SMARTER THINGS?

© System Value – All Rights Reserved
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TO VALIDATE AN ARCHITECTURE FOR?

• To assess the capability to adapt a given architecture to variety of need?
• Notion of modularity
• Notions of adaptability to configuration

• To study where are « margins »
• Engineering Overquality
• Available performance for next generation of product

• To understand the potential impact of uncertainty into the design?
• To assess the « cost » of requirements (from a strategic perpective)?
• To find the « right » platform?
• To give design guideline to design team?

© System Value – All Rights Reserved
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AN INTRODUCTION TO

.
THE AUGMENTED INTELLIGENCE SOLUTION

© System Value – All Rights Reserved
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THE AUGMENTED INTELLIGENCE SOLUTION

A TOOL BASED DESIGN APPROACH
TO ENGINEER PRODUCTS & SERVICES

© System Value – All Right Reserved
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GEEGLEE’S PROBLEM SETTING

https://youtu.be/RCXxdPrjHn4
© System Value – All Right Reserved
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A « DESIGN ENGINEERING » PARADIGM SHIFT
Engineering in-the-box approach :
Few ideas

01

by discipline

Discuss…
A LOT !

02

Decide
architecture

03

Get
performance

04

Cost

A majority of
ideas already
discarded
beforehand by
each discipline
in silo.

But discipline to
discipline and
not discussing
global
performance all
together.

CERTIFIED

CERTIFIED

CERTIFIED

€
€

€

Locking more
than 50 % of
trade-offs
unknowingly and before
thorough exploration of
all possibilities.

Weight

By parametrical optimization
and with moderate results as
structuring trade-offs have
been set with architecture
early choice.

Geeglee® ‘s paradigm shift :
A LOT of ideas

01

by discipline

All possible ideas
(physical, functional,
requirements),
within and beyond
operational
boundaries, design
rules or silos.

CERTIFIED

€

€

CERTIFIED

CERTIFIED

€
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€

Share a vision

02

of global performance & risk

Choose optimal
trade-offs and performance

03

Get
architectures

04

The objective of the previous
step is to decide trade-offs
and levels of performance
allowing to select not only one
but several optimal
architectures.
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INTRODUCTION

Industrial
Solution V1
Engineering
Solution V1

Engineering
Solution V2

Maintenance
Constraints

Industrial
Solution V2

Marketing
Constraints

Industrialisation
Constraints

=

Advanced Design Network (ADN)

Marketing
Solution

Maintenance
Solution

+

• The more advanced
design approach
developed by Toyota
• Concurrent approach

Engineering
Constraints

• The design approach
most "practiced" in
design engineering
• Sequential approach

Set Based Concurrent Engineering

Point Based Design

THE NEW TRENDS IN ENGINEERING DESIGN FOR 2020-2025

•The most "productive"
design approach
Developed by System
Value
•Concurrent approach to
systematic exploration of
architectures and
compromises

Marketing

Maintenance

© System Value – All rights reserved
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3
2
1
0

Engineering

Manufacturing
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A CONCEPTUAL DESIGN TOOL APPROACH TO SECURE THE DIMENSIONING PHASE: THE PROOF OF VALUE

BRAINSTORMING
Needs
&
Usages
Problem
&
Challenge

Specs,

Functional
architecture

Allocation to
modules

Exploration of
architectures*

Functional
specs

• Stakeholders
• Lifecycle phases
• Functional analysis
(external)
• Key requirements

• Functional analysis
(internal)
• Breakdown of
requirements

• Solution fragments
• Technical requirements
• Decision sequence

• Automatic exploration of
solutions (local & global)
• Performance evaluation
(requirements)

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN MODELLING

Detailed design

Final
Archite
cture
Gate

Charact
erized
Design
Space

• Constraints scenarios
(arrangement, cooling
solution…)
• Definition of product families
• Convergence monitoring

Solution

© System Value - All rights reserved

Selection of the
architecture to
work-out

Exploration engine

Architecture
analysis*

•
•
•
•
•

Design
Space
Model

Management of uncertainties and trade-offs
Design margins (over-quality)
Multicriteria optimization (point of views)
Critical parameters
High potential architectures and technical
solutions

*exploration engine: alternate functional and physical architectures
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1. NOUVEAUTÉS 2018

AN ARCHITECTURE META-MODEL ABLE TO GENERATE MODELS AND TO EXPLORE
THOUSAND OF ARCHITECTURE AND HUNDRED THOUSAND OF CONFIGURATION

Capitalize
& model

01

Generate
& assess

02

Explore
& decide

03

Export the way of thinking
Set your own analysis

DSM model based

META-MODEL
Export the « graphic » network

© Geeglee – Tous droits réservés

Export the « mathematic » way to think
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ADVANCED ARCHITECTING: GEEGLEE® USED TO VALIDATE ARCHITECTURE CHOICE
Algorithms to validate architecture
Assess
performances

Point-of-views
analysis
Margin
models

Should Perform ®

Uncertainty
Management

Requirement
« COST »
Product Line
(Platforming
&
Affordance
Modularity
analyses)

high potential
concepts

RBS + FBS + PBS
+ DBS
System of Interest

(low risk level
for design
engineering)

A Tool based Set-Based approach

© System Value – All rights reserved
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6. ANNEX ABOUT GEEGLEE AND ITS CAPACITIES

IMPLEMENTING GEEGLEE® TO EXPLORE MULTIPLE NEEDS
Relevant alternative to satisfy need #1
Relevant alternative to satisfy need #2

Context:
• A system is to adapt to a variety of need and uses. So, it is
relevant to investigate at an early stage of its design, the
optimal architectures to cover the various study cases.

Relevant alternative to satisfy needs #1 & #2

Need #2
point of view
Need #1
point of view

Value proposal:
• Since 2017, Geeglee® is able to explore how the design
space can react to multiple new needs. For each
need/usage, Geeglee® will explore all possible solutions
and identify the most relevant architectures.
• Geeglee® « Engineering Intelligence » software allows you
to navigate within the space of needs as well as the space
of solutions: thus, you can understand which architectures
can each satisfy a whole population of needs and uses in
a robust manner.

© Geeglee – All rights reserved

DESIGN SPACE

One
architecture
alternative
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6. ANNEX ABOUT GEEGLEE AND ITS CAPACITIES

DEFINING THE MINIMUM TECHNICAL « LEGO SET » ABLE TO COVER ALL POSSIBLE NEEDS

Contexte :
• To satisfy a variety of needs and uses may lead you to either design several systems or to try and define a range (or line) of
components/products.
• The complexity of defining a line of products is mainly due to:
- A combination to be studied: several possible architectures for each need
- Trade-offs you need to decide: is it better to degrade performance requirements related to a need or use to promote a
unique line of products?

Value proposal:
• Since 2017, Geeglee® is able to explore how the design space can react to multiple new needs. For each need/usage,
Geeglee® will explore all possible solutions and identify the most relevant architectures.
• You will be able to:
- Thanks to Geeglee® « Engineering Intelligence » software, you will navigate within the space of needs as well as the space of
solutions: thus and understand which architectures can each satisfy a whole population of needs and uses in a robust manner.
- Define optimal lines of products, i.e. the optimal « technical Lego set » to cover the complete set of needs. « Optimal » may be
about, for example, minimizing the number of components or minimizing costs according to the objectives of your project.
© Geeglee – All rights reserved
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6. ANNEX ABOUT GEEGLEE AND ITS CAPACITIES

DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF ARCHITECTURE SCENARIOS

Context:
• Solving an engineering problem may require to study a high number of
technical solutions: solutions coming from the market (technological
start-up, COTS…) or solutions coming from engineers’ imagination.
But it is impossible to study all possible ideas coming to the minds of
engineers to answer needs. Particularly, formalizing their ideas would
take more than the time given to the project to reach fruition.

Quality
45
40
35
30
25
20
15

Flexibility

Cost

10
5

Value proposal:

0

• Geeglee® shows a capacity to explore in a structured manner all
design trade-off engineers could have imagined were they allowed to
design with no constraints in terms of resources or project lead time.
• To do so, Geeglee® is going to incorporate solutions described by
engineers to explore new possible combinations.
Reliability

© Geeglee – All rights reserved

Leadtime
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6. ANNEX ABOUT GEEGLEE AND ITS CAPACITIES

DEFINING TARGETS TO DESIGN SUBSYSTEMS: TARGET ENGINEERING

Contexte :

Perf 1

• An optimal system is never a simple assembly of subsystems locally
optimal independently of one another.
• For each subsystem, the critical issue for one engineering discipline is
mastering the whole range of multi-physical interactions which are going to
occur when incorporated into the global system.

Subsystem
A1

Subsystem
A2

Subsystem
A3

Subsystem
A4

Perf 1

Value proposal:
• Geeglee® draws on its capacity to multi-physical modeling to define critical
paths to satisfy requirements at global system level: using functional flows
(FBS) through a physical structure (PBS) to calculate all performance
indicators related to requirements (RBS).
• Geeglee® will perform a sensitivity analysis, testing technical performance
of each subsystem taking into account multi physical interactions, and
deduce for each subsystem a set of requirements to enable to reach a
global optimum.

Subsystem
B1

Subsystem
B2

Subsystem
B3

Subsystem
B4

Perf 1

Subsystem
A4
+
Subsystem
B3

Su b system A 2
+
Su b system B 4

SYSTEM
S2

© Geeglee – All rights reserved

SYSTEM
S7

6. ANNEX ABOUT GEEGLEE AND ITS CAPACITIES

MANAGING UNCERTAINTY IN YOUR DECISION-MAKING PROCESS
NON-STRUCTURING UNCERTAINTY: will note change
the fact that System A is less performant than both System
B and System C.

Context:
• Every design project involves uncertainty. The more upstream we
are in the definition of solutions, the greater uncertainty is. So, it
becomes necessary to know whether this uncertainty is critical to
decision-making or not.

STRUCTURING UNCERTAINTIES : as it is, these
two uncertainties do not allow you to say without
hesitation which system is the winner. Doing so
requires to try and reduce uncertainties to a
point where you can conclude which system is
the best one regarding this performance
criteria.

Performance
criteria

Value proposal:
• Geeglee® can assess design uncertainty by:
- Incorporating uncertainty estimations calculated by engineers, or
- Assessing uncertainty associated with a technology or a skill, or
- Using Bayesian network

• Geeglee® allows you to :
- Identify the uncertainties you need to reduce to be able to decide
- Know how far you need to reduce these uncertainties
- Should some uncertainties not be critical, identify them nonetheless.
System A

© Geeglee – All rights reserved

System B

System C
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6. ANNEX ABOUT GEEGLEE AND ITS CAPACITIES

ANALYZING COSTS OF REQUIREMENTS (1 out of 2)

Context:
• Designing a system involves a set of constraints. Experiences tells us that it is very difficult to understand the impact of these
sets of constraints on the emergence of solutions and on how they satisfy the product/service requirements of the project.
Modifying a constraint may reduce constraints on other subsystems, giving room to new possibilities: Experience tells us that, in some cases,
whole segments/branches of solutions may be imagined.

Value proposal:
• Geeglee® contains algorithms of techno-economic analyses:
- What is the impact of a constraint on reaching performance required and on design opportunities ?
- Performance criteria may be cost as well as technical one

© Geeglee – All rights reserved

6. ANNEX ABOUT GEEGLEE AND ITS CAPACITIES

ANALYZING COSTS OF REQUIREMENTS (2 out of 2)

Example :
To design a navigation system with an accuracy constraint of 5

Accuracy
constraint

meters, we can consider:
• A GPS P(Y) (military grade) : Expensive and subject to

« Navigation system »
design space

Systems implementing GPS
P(Y) (military grade)
Systems
implementing
fiber laser gyros

Export Control
• A fiber laser gyro: expensive and fragile,
• Un gyrolaser à fibre optique : cher et fragile, dérive dans le
temps

5m

• This constraint or requirement disqualifies hybridization
and gyro-electro-mechanical GPS (civil grade), for
Systems
implementing
GPS (civil grade)

example.
Releasing this accuracy requirement from 5m to 6m opens the
world of possibilities to hybridization solutions. This means
getting savings as well as releasing constraints on other
subsystems of the Subject of Interest (on the communication
network, for example).

© Geeglee – All rights reserved
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6. ANNEX ABOUT GEEGLEE AND ITS CAPACITIES

GEEGLEE® ENGINEERING INTELLIGENCE IN ENGINEERING « WAR ROOM » MODE
Context:
• Decision-making stages are key success factors to a project.
They are even more challenging when alternatives are many,
when disciplines and points of view are many all along the
value chain and when performance criteria are interdependent.

Value proposal:
• We conduct engineering “war room” workshops using a
specific version of Geeglee® Engineering Intelligence (EI):
– A multi-display functionality allowing simultaneous exploration
of multiple points of view: constraints of a discipline are
instantaneously propagated on other “business” points of
view, making multidisciplinary discussions interactive,

– A capacity to analyze simultaneously millions of architectures
through hundreds of performance criteria,

– Dedicated computers to ensure responsiveness.

© Geeglee – All rights reserved
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GEEGLEE’S PROBLEM SOLVING
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https://youtu.be/MXNQxjOPtII36
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